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The Robustness of IVInlti-Echelon Service Models under 

A.utocorrelated Den1ands 

A.G. Lagodimos* A.G. de Kok t J.H.C.M. Verrijdtt 

Abstract 

A common assumpt.ion underlying t.he development of multi-echelon service models is 

that successive demands are independent. In t.his pap!:'r we st.udy the robustness of two 

models, developed for a two-echelon serial inventory net,work, when the demand process 

is auto("orreiated. Bot.h st.ockpoint.s operate a periodic review order-up.to-S echelon in

ventory policy. Using an analytic approach, we ext.end the original models so as to also 

apply exactly for any aut.ocorrelat.ed pel'iod demand process and explore the beha.viour of 

t.he extended models under different. scenarios. In order to st.udy t.he effects of different 

autocorrelation chal'ac.t.eristics, an )'IA(1) and an AR(l) process are analysed in detail. 

Our result.s demonstrate I.hat, depending on the owrall system parameters setting, models 

\rhich ignore the effect.s of ftllt.ocol'l'elation may provide very unsat.isfactory estimates of 

the system perfOrl1HIl1Ce. Hence, ext.reme ('aut-ion is required when deciding the use of 

multi-echelon service models in practice. 
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Introduction 

The development of multi-echelon models giving the service performance of multi-level in

ventory networks is a well established research area. By encapsulating all major interactions 

occurring within a network, multi-echelon models not only allow its study, but also provide the 

means to evaluate the system parameters which ensure the desired performance. ClarkI and 

N ahmias2 give reviews of early work, while only a few more recent examples are Rosenbaum3 , 

Deuermeyer a.nd Sclnvarz4 , Jonsson and Silver5,6, van Donselaa.r and vVijngaard7 , Svoronos 

and Zipkin8,9, SchwarzlO , van Donselaarll , Axsater12 , de Kok13 and Lagodimos14,lS. As a 

result of this research, models for systems with several network forms and control disciplines 

a,re now available. 

One issue that, to our knowledge, has hardly been studied is the beha.viour of multi-echelon 

models under demand conditions differing from those origina.lly a.ssumed. This becomes par

ticularly important since existing models invariably assnme simple stationary demand pro

cesses (members of the Poisson family or normal) exhibiting no time correlations. Bearing in 

mind the complexity of real demand processes as well as the difficulty in exactly determining 

their form and parameters (see Wagner16), only if these models proved to be robust, one 

could suggest their general use. It is the robustness of two multi-echelon service models when 

faced with autocorrelated demand processes that we explore in this paper. We should note 

that, for single-echelon service models, a number of simila,r studies have appeared (see Ray 1 7 , 

Fotopoulos ct oL18 , Eppen and ·Martin19 and An et al.20 ). 

The multi-echelon models we consider here were proposed by va.n Donselaar and \Vijngaard7 

and LagodimoslS and represent the (\: and ;' measures of service defined in Sclmeider21. The 

former givps the fraction of p(>rioc\s with no stockonts while the latter relates to the average 

system hackorders. Both models assume independent identically distributed normal demands 

and were developed for two-ec\wlon serial networks using echelon-based periodic review order

IIp-tO-S policies at both echelons. The demand is imposed at the upper echelon stockpoint, 

\vhich is supplied hy the 100\'e1' echdon. and all unsatisfied demand is backordered. In the 

event of material shortages at. the ]0\\1('1' echelon, an order placed by the upper echelon is split, 

10 be satisfied entirely Wh(,11 matPriaJ becomes ayaiJable. There are no capa.city constraints 

and lead tillles at both echelons are fixed. A detailed discussion of all operating assumptions 

is given els0w}1(;'1'0/,15. We sho1lld note. however, that the backordering assumption (effec

tin:]y) permits analytical tractability and has been used hy all previously cited papers and 

most theoretical research in the <1.rl.'a. 
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Despite their simplicity, the ordering policies assumed by the models are of considerable 

practical interest, since they correspond to those implemented by the well established base 

stock conf rot (BSC) system (van Donselaar and Wijnga.ard7 developed their model while 

studying a. major consumer electronics manufacturer, operating under BSC), As it has been 

recently shown (see Lagodimos22 a.nd Axsater and Rosling23 ), under certain conditions these 

policies are also identical to those implemented by mater'ial requir'ements planning (MRP) 

systems, using lot-for-lot ordering at both echelons, Therefore, aU the results in this paper 

also apply to DSC and MRP systems. 

\Vhen the demand process is autocorrelated, the accuracy of the above models will in

evitably deteriorate. The extent of this phenomenon, together with the factors which affect it, 

is one of the issues \ve ,vilJ study. Another issue relates to the demand process specification. 

It has been reported (see Ehrhardt et al. 24 ) that. first order correlations between successive 

period demands are sometimes the only reliable correlation estimates that may be available 

in practice, It is therefore important. when exploring the robustness of multi-echelon models, 

to study processes with a different autocorrelation structure in order to determine its impact 

on the models beha.viour, 

The approach we nse to study these issues is anaJytic, By a simple redefinition of their 

parameters. \ve show that both models can be extended to a.pply for any stationary auto

correlated norma.l demand process and present them in a form which allows us to compute 

the resulting service by using standard computer routines or available graphs. In order to 

study the effects of autocorrelation, the demand process needs to be entirely specified. For 

this purpose we consid('r two simple processes, a moving average 1\JA(1) and an autoregres-

8i v{' A R (1) process, havillg different au tocorrela.tioll characteristics. For both processes, we 

evaluate the induced correlatiolls bet.ween the model parameters and report numerical results 

demonst rating the behaviour of 0' and 7 under different parameter settings. Our analysis is 

concluded with a discussion of our findings and recommendations for further research. 

General service models 

\Ve start by pn'selltillg models for (l and [' which are valid for any stationary period demand 

process d = {cit, tEN}. where N is the set of natural numbers and dt '" N(lt, (12). \Ve use 

the following notation to represent the network parameters: 



upper echelon lead time 

L low0r echelon lead time 

Sl erheloll order-up-to level a.t the upper 0c11010n 

S2 echelon order-up-to level at the lower echelon 

planned upper echelon safet~' stock 

SSz planned lower echelon safety stock 

let It be the upper echelon net inventory (inventory on hand minus backorders) at the 

enel of period t. As shown in Schneider21 , both 0' and 'Yare functions of It. For the system 

\Ve are considering, van Donselaar and \Vijngaard 7 proposed a distribution-free expression for 

It: 

ll1in{SSl + SSz + (L + I + 1 )p. Y - X, 5Sl + (I + 1),l - X} 

min{S2 Y - X ,51 - X}. (1) 

where Y dt-L-l+i and .. x = dt-l+i. For any stationa.ry normal demand process, 

the random variables X and Y. being sums of normal variables, are normally distributed. De

pending on t he demand process, X and Yare generally correlated, with correlation coefficient 

p. Obviollsly: 

E{X} (/+ 1)/1 and E{Y} = Lll, 

while Var(X). Var(Yj and p depend on the specifications of d. 

Although (1) is suffIcient to develop modds for nand 'Y, it is convenient to use non

dimensional ratios in our analysis (see Brown 25 and Lagodimos22). Define: 

z _ 81 - (I + 1 ),l 
~I - Varl X)' 

v::;;: Var1/2(y). 

Var1/ 2(X) . 
M (2) 

Introducing thC'sc ratios and thE' standardising Inmsformations: 

in expression (1), after some alg('hra, \ve obtain: 

(3) 

where ,1' and yare normal variables N(O. L) with correlation coefficient p. 

Olller than 11w fact tbat ZI. 2 2 • l' and.\/ have been generalised and that x and yare 

no\,' correlated, (:3) is idplltical to tltt· eXIH'Pssion for It obtailled by assuming uncorrelated 



period demands. As a. result, the corresponding models for 0: and I will also be identical, 

being (see Lagodimos1.5): 

(1 ,)M (4) 

where: 

Both models represent integrals over the space of the standardised bivariate normal variable 

(x,y; p). Observe that, for independent period demands: 

(5) 

so both models red lice to those in Lagoclimos15. It is the robustness of these models that we 

will explore. 

Closed-forln service expressions 

In the form they have been presented, several numerical integrations are necessary in order to 

evalua.te 0' and 1'. In this section we outline how it is possible to obtain closed-form expressions 

which drastica.1ly reduce (or even eliminate) the need for numerical integrations. A result of 

more general interest is given in an a.ppendix. 

We st.a.rt with o. From (4) (t is a function of(:r,y; pl. Define a new varia.ble: 

\vhere: A = 1I2 + 2pV + 1. (6) 

It is st.raightforward to show that w "" N( 0.1) and that x and 10 form a standardised bivariate 

normal variahle (;I~, to; (pl/ + 1 )A- 1/2). Substitution of wlA for x + Vy in (4) gives: 

(7) 

\vhere <P(.,.; () is the standardised biva.riate normal proba.bility function with correlation 

coefficient (. This may be found in mathematical handbooks (see, for example, Abramowitz 

and Stegun 2t» and is also availabJe in certain computer packages. 

ConsidN now -f. Introducing, as before, w from (6) in (4), we can rewrite I as: 



\vhere: 

and where y and w form a standardised bivariate normal variable (y,w; (V + p)A-l/2). 

U sing the general result in the Appendix with the appropriate limits, we can directly obtain 

closed-form expressions for the h\;o partial expectations above. \Ve can also express the two 

probability expressions in terms of the standardised normal probability fUllction. After some 

cumbersome algebra, we finally obtain: 

(l-,)M = 

(8) 

where ¢(.) and.J>(·) are the uni variate standa,rdised normal probability density and function 

respectively, .4 is defined in (6) and a is the service measure in (7). We can easily show that, 

for p = 0, (8) reduces to the expression for, derived in Lagodimos15 for independent period 

demands. 

The proposed closed-form expressions for 0' and, are general and apply for any normal 

demand process d. Therefore, provided that reliable estimates for the ratios Zb Z2, V, M 

and the correlation coefficient paTe a.va.ilable, (7) and (8) can be used irrespective of the exact 

specifications of d. which do not need to be known. 

Tables 1 and :2 give values of (\ and, for different scenarios. By considering the linear 

expression (1- ~j)iU instead of AI, the variables involved were reduced. 'Moreover, by intro

ducing the ratio p ZI/Zz, we can also ohserve the impact of different safety stock allocation 

policies (using the definitions of ZL and Zz we immediately see that p = SSt/CSSl + SS2), 

hence p represents the fraction of the total available safety stock allocated at the upper ech

e101l). As it has bt'en theon'tically shown elsewhere (see Lagodimos and Anderso1l27
), for all 

serial systems (I and, are increasing fUllction of p, irrespective of either the demand process 

characteristics or the a\>ailable safety stock. We further discuss the results in Tables 1 and 2 

in a, later section. 

In all cases, we evaluated the bivariate probability function using an exact procedure 

proposed by Owen28 which, by appropriate transformations, reduces the problem to a one-
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dimensional numerical integration, which may be performed very accurately. Our results have 

beE'll exhaustively tested using both Owen's tables and the Abramowitz and Stegun26 graphs, 

and found very satisfactory. 

Specific denland processes 

In this section we focus on two stationary processes and propose exact expressions for Var(X), 

Var(Y) and p. The processes we consider are a moving average MACI) and an autoregressive 

AR( I) process. An interesting feature of these processes is that they exhibit entirely different 

autocorrelation structures. This is one of the reasons (together with their simplicity) that 

these are often used for studying the impact of dema.nd a.utocorrelation on inventory models 

(see Fotopoulos et al. l8 and An et al. 20 ). 

In the following, we use the notation E = {Eb tEN} for a random noise process, con

sisting of a stream of independent random varia.bles ft "" N(O, £7;). We also use (h for the 

autocorrelation coefficient between any terms elt and dt+k of d. \Ne start with some definitions 

which may be found in any standard textbook (see, for example, Kendall and Stuart29). 

When d is a stationa.ry .1\1 A ( 1) process, eft is given by: 

tit = a - b€t-l + €t, (9) 

where each (t E (, a ami b aTe constants, and I b 1< 1. It can be shown that: 

Jl. = a, (10) 

while (h = 0 for k > 1: hence, only consecutive terms of l\'IA( 1) are correlated. For this reason 

it is said that ~IA( 1) has a short memory. We can easily show tha.t the maximum obtainable 

first order correlation coefficient for the MA(I) process is I (ir 1= 1/2. 

When d is a stationary AR( 1) process, elt is given by: 

(11) 

where each (t E E, (/ and b are constants, and I b I < 1. It can be shown that: 

It 

JI = lb' (12) 

Observe the long autocorrelation structure of AR( 1), which spans an infinite number of terms. 

Also note that, for AR( 1), any I (}1 I < 1 can be obtained. Omitting the cumbersome and 

lengthy algebra required for its derivation. we now statE' the major result of this section (see 

Verrijdt and Lagodimos30 for derivation details) 
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Proposition 1 Consider a stationary normal stochastic process d. Let X and Y be the 

consecutive sums of COI1SEcutil1e terms of d defined in (1) and let p be the correlation coefficient 

between X and Y. H'hen dis Mil (1) defined by (9), then: 

Var(X) = [(1- b)2[ + (1 + &2)]0";, Var(Y) = [(1- b?(L - 1) + (1 + b2)JO";, 

b 
p = - )[(1 - b)2l + (1 + b2 )][(1- b)2(L - 1) + (1 + b2)]" 

When d is AR(1) defined by (11), then: 

2b1+2 

Var(X) = (I + 1 )&2 - 2b + 1 + 1 2 
(1- b2)(l- b)2 0"£. 

2bL+1 - Lbz - 2b + L 2 
Var(Y) = (1 _ b2)(1 _ b)2 O"~, 

b(1- bL)(l- b1+1) 
P = ----r====================== 

.)[2bI+2 - (I + 1)&2 - 2b + I + 1](2bL+1 - Lb2 - 2b + L) 

For any syst.em parameters setting and for either demand process, this proposition can be 

used to evaluate the non-dimensional ratios in (2) and, subsequently, the resulting a and 7 

service. Observe that, for b = O. all expressions reduce to those in (5), which correspond to 

the ullcorrelated demand casE'. 

In a previous study, An lOt a1."20 proposed expressions for determining Var(X) or Var(Y), 

which are slightly different from thOS0 given in Proposition 1. \Ve should stress that the 

laUer have been exhaustively tested and found to perform as expected for all particular cases 

examined. 

Analysis and discussion 

\Ve can 110\\1 test the robustness of the two multi-echelon models under consideration. Having 

extended the original models, hO\\;ever. we are able to explore the service impact of demand 

autocorrelation in a mor0 general cont(>xt. This is, in fact, Oll<:> of the major advantages in 

using analytic mod<:>]s,instead of computer simulation, in exploratory studies. 

Useful insight into til(> eff€"cts of demand autocorrelation can be obtained from Tables 1 

and 2. Each line of the tables gives the corresponding service for systems with identical V, 

Z2 and p( = ZI/Z2) ratios. but facing d('lllalH\ processes resulting in different p values. Recall 

that. for any given network, p only depends on t.he demand autocorrelation structure. In 

this cont ext. these re'slil ts high ligh 1 II\(' i 1ll pact of <l0mand a l1tocorrelation, effectively isolated 

from all other [l,U,UlIPlt'J's which Illay influ(,IlC<' sNvkp. 



Provided that the available safety stock allocation allows the system to operate as a real 

two-echelon network (we further discuss this point later), both a and I depend on p. The 

nature of this dependence, however, is quite complex. Hence, although I always decreases 

with increasing {J E [-0.8,0.8], the behaviour of Q is contingent on the entire system setting. 

In this context, Q may either decrease with p or even obtain a minimum value for different 

parameter combinations. 

Both ta.bles reveal that, when the demand process is autocorrelated (p f 0), errors in 

estimating the system performance may be incurred when using models which ignore au

tocorrelation (i.e. assume that pO). For a. given demand process, the extent of this 

phenomenon depends 011 the system design (through V), the available safety stock (through 

Zz) and its allocation between stock points (through p). In general, the original models be

come quite ina.dequate in situations where: t.he lower echelon demand variability over its lead 

time is much higher than that of the upper echelon (high 11 values); there is not sufficient 

total safety stock(low Z2 values); the lower echelon is relatively understocked (high p values). 

It is also interesting to notice a few cases for which service a.ppears quite indifferent to 

changes in p (for example if = 0 .. 5, 22 = 2.5 and p = 0.5 in both tables). These effectively 

demonstrate that, for certain pa.rameter combinations, the two-echelon network may degen

erate into a. single-echelon network due to relative overstocking at the lower echelon. We can 

easily show that, when this happens: 

and 

which are the cOl'r~spolldillg single-eclH'loll s0rvice models, and which only depend on the 

magnitude of ZI. Observe that., in genera.L 0' a.pproaches its limiting value quicker than I' 

Our analysis, so far, has ignored the demand autocorrelation characteristics. In order to 

explore them, we considered identical syst.ems facing IvlA( 1) a.nd AR( 1) demand processes. 

In all cases, bot.h processes were selected to have ident.ical Jt, (1 and (h. This was easily 

achieved by first determining the appropriate Ct, band (1( values (solving the corresponding 

algebraic system of three equations with three unknowns). Subsequently, using the results of 

Proposition 1 together with expressions (2), the ratios 11, Z1, Z2 and kl were evaluated and 

introduced in (7) and (8) to give (\ and 7. 

Tables :3 and 4 give numerical results showing the behaviour of Q a.nd I as functions of 

01 for both ,MAP) and AR(l) demam\ processes. Since 1011 < 1/2 for MA(1), only such 

values are shown. All rC'sults correspond to II = 1000 and (1 300, values which ensure 

that Pr{dt < O} is sufficiently small (less than 0.0(05). Aiming to encapsulate the effects of 
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different system designs, we considered systems with different cumula.tive lead times (L + I) 
and different lead time allocations between stock points (q = 1/ L + I). In order to obtain 

some comlllon terms of reference. for each system \ve evaluated the total safety stock so as 

to ensure a desired a service for a single-echelon system with lead time equal to L + 1. The 

cumulative lead time, as well as the total safety stock used for each system, are shown in 

Table 5. 

Tables 3 and 4 reveal that. for all system settings, both a and 'Yare decreasing functions 

of HI. In general, under identical conditions, the service level for AR(l) is always higher than 

for 11A( 1). This happens for both measures, a.lthough 'Y appears more sensitive to changes 

in HI, particularly for 01 > 0. ~'Iore important, however, is to observe the difference between 

the service performance under AR(!) ,utd 1-1A(1). Both tables indicate that, for not extreme 

autocorrelation values (i.e. I Ht I < 0.:3), the sNvice difference between the two processes is 

not. significant. Otherwise, t.he difference may increase considerably and this depends on the 

magnitude of the a.vailable safety stock. as well as the lead time a.nd safety stock allocation 

between stock points. It appears that, in general, the difference increases with decreased 

amount of total safety stock in the system (low SSI + SS2). 

A final issue relates to the substantial errors that may result when models ignoring demand 

autocorrelation are used in conjunction with lead time demand variance estimates, not mea

sured directly, hut evaluated from the variance of the demand process using expressions (5). 

In Tables 3 a.nel 4. all ent.ries with 01 = ° may effectively be interpreted as service estimates 

obtained in this manner (recall that all values in the tables correspond to demand processes 

with identical mean and variance). \Ye ca.n directly observe that such service estimates may 

deviate dramatically from t.he true system performa.nce. This becomes particularly important 

for processes which may exhibit high I HI I values, such as the AR(l) process. 

NUluerical Exanlple 

An example will hopefully clarify sOllle of the issues we discussed. Consider a two-echelon 

serial network with I = 2 and L = 8. having SSI = 1637 and SS2 = 0, and facing an 

N(lOOO,3002
) period demand. From Ta.bles 3 and 4 (SSI + SS2 = high, L + l = 10,p = 

1. Ij = 0.2, HI = 0) we note that, if period demands were independent, then a = 0.95 and 

-; = 0.979. IIo\\,pYer, if successive pNiod dema.nds were correlated according to an AR(l) 

process with HI = 0.9, then the s('rviu' lo\'els a('hi~'\'ed hy the system would differ considerably 

(to obtaill t he required dellland process characteristics. the AR(1) model coefficients are easily 

10 



evalua.ted to be: (l = 100. b = 0.9 and (Te = 130.8). From the same tables (SS1 + SS2 = high, 

L + I = 10. p L q = 0.2,01 = 0.9) we see that, in this case, 0: = 0.722 and I = 0.524. 

Hence, in the presence of dema.nd aut.ocorrelation, the system exhibits considerably worse 

performa.nce than the one estimated by models which entirely ignore autocorrelation. In 

this examplt', we observe a 456 % increase in stockout occasions, while the average system 

backorders rise from 21 to 476 units, an increase of 2167 % (!). Average backorders are 

directly evaluated from the expression: backorders = (1 - Ai )/l (see Schneider21 ). 

Improved service estimates may be obtained, even with models that assume independent 

demands, provided that accurate estimates ofVar(X) and Var(Y) a.re available (either through 

the knowledge of the exact demand process specifications or through direct measurements). 

To demonstrate this we consider the previous example and assume that the demand process 

is known exactly. For this AR(l) process, from Proposition 1 we obtain Var(X) = 740173.79 

and Var(Y) = 4~155819.03 and using thE' definitions ill (2), we can easily evaluate the relevant 

ratios to be: Zl = 1.903, Z2 = 1.903 and '" = 2.45-1. Introducing these values in (7) and 

(8) with p = 0 (to obtain the models that assume uncorrelated demands in van Donselaar 

and Wijngaard i and Lagodimos1 5 ) we find 0' = 0.751 and I 0.680. Direct comparison with 

the actual system performance given earlier (0: = 0.722, I = 0.524) shows that the estimated 

increase in stockout occurrences and average backorders is now 12 % and 49 % (from 320 to 

476 units) respectively, a considC'rahle improvement over the previous estimates. 

Conclusions 

In this paper we have t(,8ted the robustnt'ss of two different multi-echelon service models 

under conditions where the demand process is autocorrelated. For this purpose, we extended 

the original models to a.lIow them to hol(] E'xactiy for allY autocorrelated demand process, and 

numerically explored the behaviour of the extended models for two simple demand process 

exhibiting different autocorrelation characterist.ics. 

Our results demonstrate that, depending on the overall system setting, service models 

which ignore demand autocorrelation may provide 0: and I estimates which deviate substan

tially from their true values. This phenomenon becomes more significant for systems with 

comparatively high lower C('helOH lead timc demand variance and not sufficient safety stock. 

In cases, however, when' snch models are used in conjunction with lead time demand variance 

estimates obtained indin>ctly' only from (estimates of) the demand process va.riance, the errors 

in estimating the resulting servile may be dramatic. 
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Another issue relat('s to the e!Tects of the demand autocorrelation characteristics. Our 

results demonstrate that, other than for moderate autocorrelation values, knowledge of the 

~~t iredE'111aJ~~~la~~q~;I~I:~1~~~i~~~~~ru~'~I-~:~'is essential. In this c~~text, the kno~~l;d;-~-;~i~ 
t he first order au to correlation coefficient appears insufficient either to obtain accurate service 

estimat.es or to determine the sa.fety stocks which will ensure a desired level of service. 

5(','eral related issues are open for further research. In this context, it may be worth 

exploring the behaviour of other service measures used in practice, such as the fill rate. 

Alt hough 7 is considered to be a good approximation for the fill rate (see, for example, 

Brown 25 ), there are cases where the fill rate deviates considerably from 1 (see de Kok13). 

Usillg the methodology presented here, it would be straightforward to develop an exact model 

for the fill rat,e under autocorrelated demands and subsequently study its behaviour. 

The analysis we have presented here has exclusively considered the simplest possible net

v,:ork configuration: two-echelon serial networks. This allowed us to concentrate on exact 

models demonstrating the pure effN'ts of dC'llland autocorrelation, avoiding additional com

plications and interactions. t.hat arise in more complex networks. It is important, however, 

also to extend this analysis to other lIetworks and particularly to networks with divergent 

form. This will allow a study of the impact of demand autocorrelation on the system design 

and the determination of it.s effects on the optimal allocation of safety stocks within these 

networks. 

12 



Appendix: Partial expectation integrals 

In this appendix. we derive a. closed-form expression for partial expectations of the form: 

I 

where: 

E{x It < x < Land q < y < Q} Pr{l < x < Land q < y < Q} 

~Q jL,t'<p(x,y;r)dXdY, 

1 { x 2 - 2rxy + y2 } 
¢(X,Yir)=211"V1_r2exp - 2(1-r2) , 

is the biva.riate normal probability density of {x, y; 7). 

Int.roducing the nota.tion: 

1 
a. == --2' b:= 2ar and A(x, y) = ax 2 b;ry + ay2, 

1-7 

we have: 

l QjL .u-¥ 
I = ~d.l:dy 

q I 211" V 1 - r2 
A( .".,) _ A(."y) 

~lQIL e--,-z-' d(_A(:I"Y»)dy +!!-.lQIL 
ye 2 dxdy 

(l q I 211" VI - 7 2 2 2a q I 211"Vl - r2 

(13) 

1 b 
--II + -h, (14) 

(l 2(1 

First consider II. After evaluation of the internal integral we obtain: 

h = 

= 
(15) 

where 0(,1:) exp( -.1: 2 /2)/.j27i is the standardised univariate normal probability density, 

Stra.ightforward integration and introdllction of the origina.l va.riables gives: 

(l>( L ) {<1> ( Q - 7 L) _ <T> ( q - 7 L ) '} _ (o( l) {<1> ( Q - 7 i ) _ <1> ( q - 7
1 )}, ( 16 ) 

~ ~ /1-72 y'1-72 

whet'(' <1>(.) is the standardised 1llli\'ariate normal probability function. 



We also 11('0<1 to evaluate lz in (H). Observe that 12 has exactly the same form as the 

original integral I except that it represent.s the partial expectation of y rather than x. So, 

since ..1(.1', y) is s:vmmetric with respect to :/: and y, by reversing the order of integration and 

using identical as before, we can write: 

1L rqQ ye-
1 n ~-;===;;;: d y dx 

-~lL rQ e-¥ d(- A(X,Y)) d:1: + b [L rQ -::-r==:::;;cdydx 
a I lq 21r~ 2 2a II Jq 
1 b 

--121 + -lz2' 
a 2a 

(17) 

VVe can evaluate 121 using the same transformations we used to evaluate II. After some 

algebra: 

, {( L - TQ ) ( I - TQ )} " { (L - Tq ) 
121 = (j>(Q) <[) VI _ T2 - <[) JT=T2 - Q(q) <I> JT=T2 <I>(~)}. (18) 

Observe no\v that, by reversing the cOl'I'esponding order of integration lz2 becomes identical 

to 1; so, [n = I. Therefore, using (14) and (17) and solving the resulting algebraic equation, 

we obtain the following exact expression for 1: 

where II and hi are given by (lG) and (18) respectively. Using this expression (taking the 

appropriate values for the limits I, L, q, Q and the correlation coefficient T), any partial 

expectation of the form in (13) can he directly evaluated, without resorting to numerical 

techniquE's. 
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v ~ P -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

0.5 1.5 0 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 
0.5 0.773 0. 7 73 0.772 0.770 0.768 0.768 0.786 0.768 0.771 
1 0.933 0.926 0.916 0.905 0.894 0.883 0.873 0.863 0.852 

2.5 0 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 
0.5 0.894 0.894 0.894 0.894 0.894 0.894 0.894 0.894 0.894 
1 0.994 0.993 0.992 0.990 0.985 0.980 0.974 0.967 0.960 

3.5 0 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 
0.5 0.960 0.960 0.960 0.960 0.960 0.960 0.960 0.960 0.960 
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.997 0.995 0.993 

1.5 1.5 0 0.465 0.453 00452 0.456 0.462 0.470 0.479 0.488 0.497 
0.5 0.727 0.696 0.681 0.675 0.674 0.676 0.682 0.691 0.704 
1 0.883 0.836 0.806 0.786 0.771 0.761 0.752 0.744 0.736 

2.5 0 0.497 0.492 0.489 0.489 0.490 0.493 0.496 0.498 0.500 
0.5 0.891 0.878 0.864 0.853 0.844 0.839 0.836 0.835 0.838 
1 0.990 0.975 0.954 0.934 0.915 0.897 0.881 0.867 0.853 

3.5 0 0.500 0.499 0.498 0.498 0.498 0.499 0.500 0.500 0.500 
0.5 0.960 0.958 0.954 0.948 0.942 0.936 0.931 0.927 0.924 
1 1.000 0.998 0.992 0.984 0.974 0.963 0.951 0.940 0.930 

2.5 1.5 0 0.335 0.354 0.372 0.390 00407 0.425 0.443 0.463 0.484 
0.5 0.579 0.572 0.575 0.582 0.592 0.603 0.616 0.631 0.649 
1 0.731 0.707 0.694 0.687 0.683 0.680 0.678 0.676 0.672 

2.5 0 0.427 0.425 0,431 0.440 0.450 0.461 0.473 0.485 0.496 
0.5 0.812 0.787 0.771 0.762 0.758 0.756 0.757 0.760 0.764 
1 0.911 0.881 0.857 0.837 0.820 0.806 0.794 0.782 0.772 

3.5 0 0.476 0.469 0.468 0.471 0.476 0.483 0.489 0.495 0.499 
0.5 0.934 0.916 0.899 0.886 0.875 0.867 0.860 0.855 0.850 
1 0.974 0.955 0.936 0.919 0.903 0.888 0.875 0.863 0.851 

Table 1: a as a function of p for different ratio combinations. 



v ~ -0.8 -0.6 
I 

P -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

0.5 1.5 a 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 
0.5 0.131 0.131 0.132 0.134 0.135 0.138 0.140 0.143 0.145 

I 

1 0.030 0.032 0.037 0.045 0.054 0.066 0.079 0.093 0.109 
I 

2.5 0 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 
0.5 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.051 0.051 0.051 0.052 0.052 
1 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.009 0.013 0.018 0.024 

3.5 0 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 0.399 
0.5 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016 
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 

1.5 1.5 0 0.415 0.437 0.456 0.473 0.488 0.500 0.511 0.519 0.523 
0.5 0.150 0.183 0.217 0.249 0.279 0.309 0.337 0.364 0.391 
t 0.049 0.088 0.131 0.174 0.216 0.258 0.299 (,340 0.381 

2.5 0 0.400 0.404 0.410 fl.4t5 0.420 0.424 0.426 0.428 0.429 
0.5 0.051 0.058 0.071 0.086 0.104 0.122 0.142 0.162 0.183 
1 0.003 O.OlD 0.025 0.045 0.069 0.095 0.122 0.150 0.179 

3.5 0 0.399 0.399 0.400 0.401 0.403 0.403 0.404 0.404 0.404 
0.5 0.016 0.016 0.019 0.024 0.031 0.040 0.051 0.062 0.076 
1 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.009 0.Dl8 0.029 0.043 0.058 0.074 

2.5 1.5 0 0.593 0.641 0.680 0.712 0.740 0.764 0.785 0.803 0.816 
0.5 0.334 0.401 0.459 0.511 0.558 0.602 0.645 0.686 0.727 
1 0.234 0.308 0.377 0.440 0.500 0.557 0.612 0.666 0.720 

2.5 0 0.464 0.496 0.522 0.544 0.563 0.578 0.591 0.601 0.606 
0.5 0.119 0.162 0.205 0.247 0.288 0.328 0.367 0.406 0.445 
1 0.070 0.114 0.161 0.209 0.257 0.305 0.352 0.398 0.443 

3.5 0 0.417 0.432 0.446 0.459 0.469 0.478 0.484 0.488 0.490 
0.5 0.035 0.055 0.079 0.106 0.134 0.163 0.194 0.225 0.257 
1 0.018 0.038 0.063 0.091 0.122 0.155 0.188 0.222 0.256 

Table 2: (l-y)M as a function of p for different ratio combinations. 



10 

20 

q ·0.90 -0.60 ·0.45 -0.30 -0.15 0 0.15 0.30 0.45 0.60 0.90 

low 0.5 0.2 0.9150.851 0.807 0.762 0.720 0.682 0.648 0.616 0.5890.5670.563 
0.885 0.789 0.725 0.682 0.651 0.626 0.607 

0.8 0.901 0.7970.754 0.719 0.689 0.664 0.641 0.621 0.6030.5870.564 
0.846 0.741 0.693 0.664 0.643 0.628 0.616 

1 0.2 0.9920.935 0.896 0.856 0.816 0.778 0.741 0.706 0.6730.6430.607 
0.972 0.884 0.822 0.778 0.745 0.718 0.697 

0.8 0.9920.925 0.880 0.838 0.799 0.763 0.731 0.701 0.6730.6470.605 
0.964 0.866 0.804 0.763 0.734 0.712 0.694 

high 0.5 0.2 0.9960.9900.980 0.963 0.938 0.907 0.871 0.833 0.7930.7530.695 
0.993 0.973 0.941 0.907 0.875 0.846 0.821 

0.8 0.994 0.951 0.918 0.884 0.850 0.817 0.785 0.753 0.7220.691 0.636 
0.979 0.908 0.855 0.817 0.788 0.766 0.747 

1 0.2 1.000 0.999 0.994 0.985 0.970 0.950 0.923 0.892 0.8550.8140.722 
1.000 0.993 0.973 0.950 0.927 0.906 0.886 

0.8 1.000 0.998 0.993 0.982 0.%5 0.941 0.912 0.879 0.841 0.800 0.716 
1.000 0.991 0.968 0.941 0.916 0.893 0.872 

low 0.5 0.2 0.9690.8890.834 0.782 0.733 0.689 0.648 0.610 0.575 0.543 0.512 
0.939 0.818 0.740 0.689 0.653 0.625 0.604 

0.8 0.9430.8090.762 0.724 0.692 0.663 0.638 0.614 0.5930.5730.542 
0.882 0.752 0.696 0.663 0.641 0.624 0.611 

1 0.2 0.998 0.945 0.905 0.864 0.823 0.782 0.742 0.701 0.661 0.622 0.565 
0.986 0.896 0.829 0.782 0.746 0.718 0.695 

0.8 0.9980.9340.888 0.843 0.802 0.763 0.726 0.692 0.660 0.629 0.574 
0.982 0.877 0.808 0.763 0.731 0.706 0.687 

high 0.5 0.2 1.0000.9970.989 0.973 0.948 0.915 0.876 0.830 0.7810.728 0.634 
0.999 0.985 0.953 0.915 0.880 0.849 0.822 

0.8 0.999 0.959 0.925 0.889 0.853 0.818 0.783 0.748 0.713 0.678 0.606 
0.990 0.917 0.859 0.818 0.787 0.763 0.744 

1 0.2 1.0000.9990.995 0.986 0.971 0.950 0.922 0.888 0.8480.800 0.683 
1.000 0.994 0.974 0.950 0.926 0.904 0.884 

0.8 1.0000.9990.994 0.984 0.966 0.942 0.910 0.872 '0.8290.781 0.671 
1.000 0.993 0.970 0.942 0.914 0.889 0.867 

Table 3: The behaviour of a for AR(I) and MA(l) as a function of 01 for systems 
with different lead times and safety stocks. 



10 

20 

q -0.90 -0.60 -0.45 -0.30 -0.15 0 0.15 0.30 0045 0.60 0.90 

low 0.5 0.2 0.988 0.971 0.951 0.925 0.893 0.853 0.804 0.744 0.6690.570 0.242 
0.981 0.943 0.898 0.853 0.810 0.769 0.730 

0.8 0.9850.9440.914 0.880 0.842 0.797 0.745 0.683 0.6050.505 0.188 
0.968 0.904 0.848 0.797 0.752 0.709 0.670 

1 0.2 0.9990.9850.970 0.948 0.920 0.884 0.839 0.782 0.7070.607 0.259 
0.996 0.964 0.924 0.884 0.844 0.807 0.770 

0.8 0.9990.983 0.964 0.939 0.908 0.869 0.821 0.762 0.6870.586 0.248 
0.994 0.957 0.913 0.869 0.827 0.788 0.750 

high 0.5 0.2 1.0000.999 0.997 0.992 0.984 0.969 0.947 0.915 0.8670.796 0.516 
0.999 0.996 0.985 0.969 0.950 0.929 0.906 

0.8 0.999 0.990 0.978 0.961 0.939 0.910 0.873 0.826 0.764 0.679 0.400 
0.997 0.974 0.942 0.910 l q8 0.847 0.817 

1 0.2 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.996 0.990 0.979 0.%1 0.933 0.888 0.818 0.524 
1.000 0.998 0.991 0.979 0.964 0.946 0.927 

0.8 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.995 0.988 0.976 0.956 0.924 0.877 0.805 0.519 
1.000 0.998 0.990 0.976 0.958 0.939 0.918 

low 0.5 0.2 0.9960.973 0.946 0.909 0.862 0.804 0.730 0.637 0.5150.344 -0.389 
0.990 0.938 0.870 0.804 0.740 0.680 0.622 

0.8 0.991 0.931 0.890 0.842 0.786 0.721 0.642 0.544 004180.244 -0.479 
0.972 0.880 0.796 0.721 0.653 0.589 0.530 

1 0.2 1.0000.984 0.962 0.932 0.892 0.841 0.775 0.689 0.572 0.405 -0.347 
0.998 0.957 0.900 0.841 0.784 0.730 0.677 

0.8 1.0000.9800.955 0.920 0.876 0.819 0.747 0.655 0.5330.362 -0.383 
0.997 0.948 0.884 0.819 0.757 0.698 0.642 

high 0.5 0.2 1.000 1.000 0.998 0.993 0.981 0.961 0.929 0.878 0.800 0.674 0.033 
1.000 0.997 0.984 0.961 0.934 0.903 0.870 

0.8 1.0000.9890.974 0.950 0.919 0.877 0.823 0.750 0.6500.504 -0.149 
0.999 0.969 0.924 0.877 0.830 0.785 0.740 

1 0.2 1.0001.0000.999 0.995 0.987 0.971 0.945 0.902 0.8320.715 0.064 
1.000 0.998 0.988 0.971 0.949 0.924 0.896 

0.8 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.994 0.984 0.966 0.936 0.888 0:811 0.685 0.034 
1.000 0.998 0.987 0.966 0.941 0.912 0.881 

Table 4: The behaviour of y for AR(1) and MA(l) as a function of 81 for systems 
with different lead times and sarety stocks. 



L+l I 10 ! 20 

low 

[ SSl+SS'j 
836 1155 

<I> =0.80 
aJL+I+1 

high 

[ SSl+SS'j 
1637 2262 

<I> =0.95 
oJL+I+1 

Table 5: The total safety stock values used for different cumulative 
lead times and service requirements. 
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